
                              

                           Priory  Junior School Curriculum intent  

Priory Junior School aim and motto is… 

  

We LEARN with PRIDE 

 
A Priory Junior School learner shows…  

 

Peace        Respect        Independence        Determination        Equality 

 

PRIDE  
 
Our curriculum is… because… 

 L      Life-long  We aim to make knowledge memorable. Not just for now but for 

life!  

 We aim to give our children first hand experiences which they can 

remember and use for the rest of their lives. 

 We want our curriculum to be real and prepare our children to be 

positive citizens who make a helpful contribution to society  

E       Enquiry-based  We encourage our children to be curious and ask question to explore 

their learning.  

 We promote the importance of being critical thinkers and sharing 

our opinions with others.  

 We want our children to articulate their answers and use reasoning 

skills to explore unfamiliar problems.  

A       Aspirational   We believe our curriculum should be empowering giving the 

children the confidence and self-belief to achieve their goals.  

 We want our children to take risks in order to push boundaries and 

break barriers down.  

 Our curriculum is based around challenge for all. It should inspire 

ALL children to set high expectations for themselves and work 

towards meeting and even exceeding them.  

R       Relevant   Our curriculum aims to be modern, engaging and reflective of real 

life issues.  

 It reflects our Priory community, Gedling community and the wider 

country.  

 We aim to celebrate individual skills, tailoring learning to build of 

children unique talents.  

N       Nurturing   Our curriculum aims to be accessible for all children.  

 We provide support and interventions, both academically and 

emotionally, to ensure ALL children can access their learning.  

 We aim to encourage our children to be peaceful and show the 

importance of equality in order to prepare them to be considerate 

citizens.  

 We value the importance of a curriculum where we celebrate unique, 

inspiring individuals.  

 


